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	Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility: Why Giants Fall, 9780275980399 (0275980391), Praeger Publishers, 2003
Sims believes that ethics in business can be restored by establishing a culture of doing the right thing, creating a climate for whistle-blowing, providing a forum for dialogue and good moral conversation, getting leadership commitment, recognizing unethical behavior, and institutionalizing good ethical behavior....Sims's book is well referenced with occasional tables showing corporate time lines, theories, and stakeholders. Recommended. Business professors, undergraduate and graduate students, and practitioners.

Seeking to enhance our understanding of the causes of ethical debacles in an era when such missteps can often lead to corporate bankruptcies or worse, the author offers practical solutions for mitigating damage and preventing such problems from happening in the first place.     

       Ethical failures are rooted in leadership failure, the lack of a corporate culture in which ethical concerns have been integrated, and unresponsiveness to key organizational stakeholders. This book seeks to enhance our understanding of the causes of ethical debacles in an era when ethical missteps can often lead to corporate bankruptcies or worse. Sims offers practical solutions for mitigating damage and preventing such problems from happening in the first place. He also explains how to institutionalize ethics throughout an organization. Sims asserts that organizations wishing to behave ethically must do more than harbor good intentions. Such companies must implement policies that inculcate the corporate culture with ethical values. They must also commit to ethical behavior in all interactions with internal and external stakeholders, including investors, customers, employees, and the community.     

       About the Author

RONALD R. SIMS is the Floyd Dewey Gottwald Senior Professor in the Graduate School of Business at the College of William and Mary, where he teaches Organization Behavior, Leadership, Business Ethics, Change Management and Human Resources Management. He is the author or co-author of 20 books, among them Teaching Business Ethics for Effective Learning (Quorum Books, 2002).
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Microsoft(r) SQL Server(tm) 2005 Developer's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2005
CREATE ROBUST DATA MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS
 Build powerful, enterprise-wide database programs using Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and the comprehensive information contained in this definitive volume.  Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Developer's Guide explains how to develop server-side and client-side...


		

Introduction To Data Networks, Pdn, Lan, Man, Wan, And Wireless Data, Technologies And SystemsAlthos Publishing, 2003
This book explains the different types of data networks, how the key types of data networks operate, and the different types of data services they provide. Data networks have become a fundamental part of almost all communication networks. Data networks are telecommunications networks that are installed and operated for information exchange...


		

Network+ 2005 Q&ACourse Technology PTR, 2005
"Network+ 2005 Q&A" is a straightforward, cut-and-dry guide to preparing for the Network+ exam. Providing 800 questions and answers for the new Network+ exam, this no-fluff guide is designed to encourage self-study. Test your skills as you work through each question and then check your answers at the end of each chapter. You`ll get...




	

Heinrich Heine and the World Literary Map: Redressing the Canon (Canon and World Literature)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This text provides a key reassessment of the German author Heinrich Heine’s literary status, arguing for his inclusion in the Canon of World Literature. It examines a cross section of Heine’s work in light of this debate, highlighting the elusive and ironic tenor of his many faceted prose works, from his philosophical and political...

		

Ruby on Rails for PHP and Java DevelopersSpringer, 2007

	The web framework Ruby on Rails for developing database based web applications provides a Model-View-Controller framework. The required web server WEBrick is included with Ruby on Rails. The framework is configured with the MySQL database by default, but may be configured with another database.


	The book covers developing web...


		

Pattern Recognition: 28th DAGM Symposium, Berlin, Germany, September 12-14, 2006, ProceedingsSpringer, 2006

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 28th Symposium of the German Association for Pattern Recognition, DAGM 2006. The book presents 32 revised full papers and 44 revised poster papers together with 5 invited papers. Topical sections include image filtering, restoration and segmentation, shape analysis and representation,...
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